Rural Santa Catarina in sub-tropical South Brazil, and Mülheim, a pleasant German city in the post-industrial Ruhr valley. As editors, our field sites are strikingly different and hard to imagine side by side. In Brazil, you arrive along a dusty track to huge concrete gymnasia where state meetings of Latin America's largest social movement, the Landless Workers' Movement (MST) take place. Cows stand idly in pens in adjacent fields. Coaches that have transported hundreds of people to the meeting line up in parking lots nearby. Sentries bar the gates and word of mouth communication from a leader is required before they allow you to pass. A brief exchange and they either swing open the broad wooden gates or they turn you back. Once beyond the perimeter, in this rural location outside a small town in the Brazilian interior, the meeting itself is abuzz with energy, people going hither and thither, camping down on a concrete floor in a mixture of tents, old mattresses, and dusty blankets. The meeting will last four days and there is excitement and anticipation about the programme, of which a key part will be the dramatic performances, the mística. Images line the main hall. Sebastião Salgado's series on the Landless Workers' Movement has pride of place, hasty photocopies of his work strung out down the full length of one wall. Stands of prize vegetables demonstrate what organic farming can produce. There are pumpkins, squashes, courgettes, apples, and tomatoes proudly on display in a political statement that counters the hegemony of the agroindustrial companies, such as Cargill and Monsanto. On a stage at the front of the hall, there are Brazilian flags, movement flags, and flags of solidarity: Palestine, Bolivia, and Venezuela. A few people are readying a rudimentary mixing desk and public address system. People mill around, waiting for the performance to begin, wearing the red MST baseball cap and the red MST t-shirt, with
Che Guevara or Fidel Castro's image printed on the front and lyrics from a Silvio Rodriguez song, printed on the back. The mística will open the day's meeting and coordinators are rounding people up and ushering them into the main hall. There is much fidgeting, much rustling of notepads, chewing of pens and then silence, before the performance starts.
There are fewer cows at pasture in Mülheim. You approach the Theater an der Ruhr down a suburban street in a genteel neighbourhood not far from the region's post-industrial sites. The tree-lined avenue throws glimpses of the theatre premises itself, an elegant 19th-century country house, established as part of a spa complex for public health. Flanked by a freshwater pool, the gardens, designed by the architect Baron von Engelhardt, conduct you through stone terraces and sweeps of steps to the entrance of the theatre, where cosmopolitan artists sip gin in a well-appointed foyer. Theatrical lighting highlights current and former performers, blown up in posters where they strike dramatic poses. Theater an der Ruhr literature sits organised in neat rows on tables, behind which smiling bilingual interns offer to assist and translate. A savvy crowd of theatregoers float around from the foyer to the bar area, where red curtains and carpet, spacious high ceilings, and stucco plaster complement a small stage for seminars and presentations, decked out with a stark black lighting rig and simple table and chairs. There are several performing spaces, and the corridor to the main auditorium transports you from the openness of the public area to an atmosphere altogether more intimate. Again, portraits, paintings, and theatre placards line the wall, to where a large and heavy double door marks the entrance to the reason why people have come; this is where the performance will take place.
Much anticipated and much contested, these instances of performance which occur in dusty towns of the Brazilian interior and in a well-appointed, state-funded German theatre, although seemingly so different, offer important points of analytical similarity. Indeed, these points of similarity can be found in all the performances that are described by the contributors to this volume. Although they occur across three different continents, play to vastly different audiences, and draw numbers of participants from the tens to the hundreds of thousands, they all have qualities that lead us to analyse them conceptually as political performance, a choice of term which we will explain a little later in this introduction. What links these political performances for us as editors is a conviction that there is something immanent to their happening that can be perceived as both an ethnographical reality and
